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Introduction

A Summary of Previously Derived Hubble Concepts in Ref. [1]
a) The Hubble field intensity, ( ) 2 2 m s H H = r Γ , (equation (2.1), ref. [1] ) was deduced as a constant in (Equation (2.12), ref. [1] ). Its numerical value, for the assumed radial distance [2] , is ( ) c) In the gravitational case, the Poisson equation is a concept that may be related to the Gauss flux Φ defined [3] as the surface integral of the normal component of the intensity of the gravitational field. If the surface is that of a sphere, the Gauss law may also be expressed as:
ρ M = the mass density. In the Hubble field case, it was shown in equation 
s .
Objectives of Part II of the Paper
They would be to clarify some of previous concepts and to add several Hubble new ones: the generalized force, the Lagrange-Hamilton equation, concepts on energy and a tensor.
The Hubble Force
In the gravitational field, the intensity and the potential are functions of mass. In the Hubble field it was necessary to apply the Hubble intensity and potential to the proper mass to get an idea of their magnitude since, anyway, it is by means of mass that the Hubble phenomena are perceived; i e, the movements of mass in the Universe would serve as well as a detector to determine the magnitude of the Hubble functions.
Since the intensity of the Hubble field is ( )
and if it may be applied as the acceleration of the total Universe mass M U , this could be assumed as a factor of proportionality for the present value of Hubble force:
A necessary condition to mix gravitational and Hubble parameters would be that F H should be a constant of movement. To prove that, it will be applied the Poisson brackets criteria: The generalized expression of force is [4] :
The conservation equation, by means of the Poisson brackets, is: Then, since the Poisson bracket = 0 in Equation (2.4), the function Q may be assumed to be a constant of movement:
Being Q H and therefore F H a constant of movement it could be taken, as an With regard to the first form of the Lagrange equation, the generalized force Q may be substituted by F, from Equation (2.2), and this one may also be substituted by the negative gradient of the potential energy, U = − F ∇ , as:
However, in the Hubble case, the force has been defined as the positive gradient of the Hubble potential energy,
Otherwise, the Lagrangian scalar is defined as:
being T and U the kinetic and potential energies. The Hamiltonian is defined as:
Therefore, since U is not a function of the velocity  i , it is possible to write:
(this would be the Lagrange-Hamilton equation in the Hubble field).
The Hubble Energy EH
The Energy of Vacuum
Gravitational potential is an intrinsic property of mass, i e, mass constitutes the reference frame of the gravitational energy whose potential refers to the unitary mass. The Hubble potential becomes apparent in the presence of astronomical matter, though it does not seem to be generated by any known physical factor. It seems rather to be a quality of the empty space (i.e. the vacuum) defined as the absence of known matter in a determined system. Reference [5] reminds the deduction of the classical thermo-dynamical equation:
In the right side of this equation it is usually omitted the factor c 2 . The value of α has been analyzed to confirm the possibility for dark energy, if α = −1 [6] . As well, reference [5] shows that the vacuum energy E v is proportional to the Journal of Modern Physics vacuum volume if the vacuum energy density ρ v keeps constant:
The same equation could be applied to the Hubble energy E H , as:
where ρ H would refer to matter non detectable up to date.
The first theoretical approach to a Universe without matter was that of De
Sitter, whose equation of general relativity for an empty Universe [7] required that the energy-momentum tensor would be 0. Besides, he even stated that Equation (3.1) is not realistic unless pressure and density would be, separately, equal to 0. Both conditions were assumed in the De Sitter model though, accordingly to ref. [5] , ρ v is not necessarily 0.
The above mentioned characteristic of the Hubble energy (to exist without a mass frame) implies the possibility to have existed before the Big Bang.
Forms of the Hubble Energy
Previous words would mean that the original Hubble energy is a potential one, 
Therefore, the total Hubble energy would be:
The density of E H is:
( ) ( ) Equations ((3.4) and (3.5)) show that the Hubble potential energy and kinetic energy have the same value at a given position r. From those equations and (3.6) it seems to correspond to each one, at position r, 50% of the total Hubble energy.
Obviously, all of that cannot really be similar to the gravitational case whose re-Journal of Modern Physics spective potentials have opposite signs. For example, in the gravitational case, the 0 value of the potential energy of a mass M corresponds to R(t) = ∞; the value at an initial position r 1 it could be −U 1 ; at a lower position r 2 it could be −U 2 ; at the observer's position (r = 0) it is usually assumed that U o = −∞; so, in the case of a falling mass from positions 1 to 2, the change in potential energy is:
Simultaneously, the increase in the kinetic energy, ∆K is equal to the difference in the modules of potential energy:
Therefore, in the gravitational case, the increase in the kinetic energy of a falling mass comes from the decrease in its potential energy; otherwise, since kinetic energy may be generated by nuclear, chemical or electromagnetic potentials, it may also be, sometimes, converted to potential energy.
In the Hubble case, it will not be possible a falling situation since it exists, exclusively, the expansive one. So, the total Hubble energy given by Equation (3.6)
should not be divided in potential and kinetic ones: it is a new form of energy that simultaneously appears as potential and kinetic. However, in Hubble and
Newtonian fields, matter remains as the only field monitor.
The Hubble Tensor
The acceleration in a coordinate k, a k , is the intrinsic derivative of v k:
, it is a contravariant tensor, rank 1 (a vector).
The Newton second law may be expressed for the invariant M as:
In case that the Hubble force would be covariant, its module would be:
since both U H and (F k )
H are positive.
In a previous work [1] it was foresaw the possibility for a Λ tensor (T μν )
Ʌ from an equation given by reference [8] that included the Λ parameter in the Einstein gravitational equation:
The two first terms are known as the Einstein tensor G μν .
As mentioned above, the De Sitter model assumed that, in an empty Universe, the energy-momentum tensor would be 0; this means that: 2) The ).
5) The Hubble tensor scalar: (T μν ) H has been defined as a covariant tensor, rank 2, proportional to H 2 , Equation (4.9). Its scalar (T) H is equal to the Λ magnitude.
6) The Hubble tensor in G.R.: it has been included in the gravitational equation (4.11), as a time function of the Hubble field tension, equation (4.12). As it is known, the divergence of the gravitational term tends to 0 in the Newtonian limit; however, the divergence of the Hubble term tends to 0 as r → ∞.
7)
Other ways: obviously, the search for Dark Energy continues by new physical theories and experiments [6] [9].
